The Ministry of Health through PAHO/WHO has been notified of an ongoing Ebola outbreak in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Central Africa. The current Ebola outbreak in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) was declared in August 2018. There have been increased number of cases in Butembo and Mabalako (provinces of the DRC) and one imported case in Goma. As of 16 July 2019, a total of 2522 EVD cases, including 1698 deaths have been reported.

On July 17 2019, the Emergency Committee convened by the WHO Director-General , under the International Health Regulations (IHR) (2005) have declared the Ebola outbreak in the Democratic Republic of the Congo a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC).

Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) formerly known as Ebola hemorrhagic fever is transmitted to people from wild animals and spread to humans via human to human transmission through close contact with the blood, secretions, organs or other bodily fluids of infected animals from direct contact (through broken skin or mucous membranes) and indirect contact with environments contaminated with such fluids. Incubation period is between 2 to 21 days . EVD can present similar to other infections like malaria, typhoid fever and meningitis therefore differential diagnostic testing is conducted. The outbreak that occurred in 2014-2016 is recorded as the largest and most complex outbreak since it was first discovered in 1976.

EVD is a severe viral disease characterized by sudden onset of fever, muscle pain, headache, fatigue and sore throat. This may be followed by vomiting, diarrhea, rash, symptoms of impaired kidney and liver function, and in some cases, both internal and external bleeding.

WHO advises against the application of any travel or trade restrictions to DRC based on the currently available information. WHO continues to closely monitor and, if necessary, verify travel and trade measures in relation to this event.

### Case Definition

A severe acute viral illness often characterized by the sudden onset of fever, intense weakness, muscle pain, headache and sore throat.

Other symptoms can include; vomiting, rash, diarrhea, impaired kidney and liver function and internal and external bleeding

A person with clinical evidence of illness **and** a history within three weeks before onset of fever of one of the following:

- Travel in a specific area of country where an outbreak of Ebola has recently occurred;
- Contact with a suspect, probable or confirmed case;
- Direct contact with blood or other body fluid secretions of a person or animal with a confirmed or probable case of Ebola;
- Works in a laboratory or animal facility that handles hemorrhagic fever viruses

### Case Management

- No specific treatment is available. New drug therapies are being evaluated. EVD vaccine trials are ongoing.
- Strict infection control procedures and proper use of PPE’s when handling patients, the environment around them and corpses **MUST** be adhered to.
- People are infectious as long as their blood and secretions contain the virus.
- Severely ill patients require intensive supportive care. Patients are frequently dehydrated and require oral rehydration with solutions containing electrolytes or intravenous fluids.
- Other diseases that should be considered before a diagnosis of EVD can be made include: malaria, typhoid fever, shigellosis, cholera, leptospirosis, plague, rickettsiosis, relapsing fever, meningitis, hepatitis and other viral haemorrhagic fevers
- Ebola virus infections can be diagnosed definitively in a laboratory through several types of tests; ELISA, antigen detection tests, RT-PCR, serum neutralization test and virus isolation by cell culture.
- Samples from patients are an extreme biohazard risk; testing should be conducted under maximum biological containment conditions.

### If you encounter a suspected case of EBOLA VIRUS DISEASE:


1. Contact Surveillance Unit @ 502-4790, 502-4776, 376-3533 or 376-4705 IMMEDIATELY.
ANNEX E: Facility Flow Guidance Algorithm

HEALTH FACILITY GUIDELINES FOR EBOLA:
GENERAL ALGORITHM

Patient presents at triage:
Sudden onset of fever, intense weakness, muscle pain & history of travel to Ebola affected area?

NO

No fever, or
No weakness or muscle pain, WITH
No travel history
Continue regular triage protocol

YES

Fever accompanied by intense weakness, muscle pain, headache and sore throat, followed by vomiting, diarrhoea and rash, WITH travel history to area affected by Ebola and possible contact with suspect or confirmed case of Ebola. DIAGNOSE AS: SUSPECTED EBOLA CASE AND IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY DPH SURVEILLANCE UNIT

Activate Contact Precaution Measures IMMEDIATELY (use of gowns, masks, goggles, gloves, hand hygiene, red garbage bags; set-aside infectious linen bags, etc) for all persons who will come into contact with the patient (including support staff)

Segregate patient IMMEDIATELY from general patient population. Patient escorted to designated isolation/treatment area with reserved toilet/bedpan/commode. Assign dedicated HCWs to patient and initiate Ebola Response HCW Team

Patient should be further assessed by assigned medical and nursing staff, and present facility staff alerted of potential case

Supportive Treatment given (as appropriate)

Obtain Whole Blood Sample (4 mL)

Complete Bahamas Laboratory Forms & Ebola Case Investigation Form

Laboratory reporting of provisional results

Discharge with Symptomatic Improvement

Communicate contact information to DPH for monitoring of patient
Ensure patient/family education on steps to decrease transmission (e.g. hand washing, prompt reporting to health facility for house members exhibiting similar symptoms)

Follow up of Patient, Contacts and Lab by Surveillance Unit

NOTIFICATIONS
- Alert relevant officials/clinicians at your institution
- Immediately report to your institution’s Infection Control Services
- Immediately Report to Department of Public Health’s Surveillance Unit
- For GBHS: also contact GBHS Surveillance Unit
- Lab to Report results to responsible clinicians

DOES PATIENT REQUIRE ADMISSION?

YES

Transfer to Ebola Treatment Centre
- Using designated medical transport vehicle
- Only essential personnel to transport patient
- Continue Contact Precaution Measures
- Restrict patient and visitor activity
- Log all contacts and verify contact information

NO

Laboratory reporting of provisional results

Discharge with Symptomatic Improvement

Communicate contact information to DPH for monitoring of patient
Ensure patient/family education on steps to decrease transmission (e.g. hand washing, prompt reporting to health facility for house members exhibiting similar symptoms)

Follow up of Patient, Contacts and Lab by Surveillance Unit
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